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Firefox logo history research paper

What’s the last Firefox logo you remember seeing? Although Firefox is not the most popular

choice of browser, they change their logo appearance quite often throughout the year. And that logo... is it

a fox, or is it a red panda like everyone says? When people think about Firefox, the word "Mozilla"

probably comes to their mind. While Mozilla Corporation (Mozilla Foundation’s subsidiary) has Firefox

as a main product, they do more than just make a browser. The history and evolution of the Firefox logo is

quite extensive but surprisingly enjoyable, and much thought and care went into making the logo and the

fonts.

While Mozilla Corporation (Mozilla Foundation’s subsidiary) has Firefox as its main product,

they do more than just make a browser. Mozilla Corporation's goal is to make the internet open and

accessible to all, which means that their products are also open-source. They have a lot of products that

are related to the Firefox browser, such as Firefox Reality, which is a browser for virtual reality devices,

or Firefox Nightly/Developer Edition, which is aimed at people who want to customize or tinker with the

browser even more since it’s open-source. The logo that comes with the different versions of Firefox is

quite interesting. With the FireFox Reality logo being more polygonal, and the Nightly/Developer Edition

using the blue/cooler tone color on the red panda instead of the iconic fiery red/orange. Mozilla

Corporation decided to remove the red panda from the Firefox parent brand logo because they wanted to

represent the Firefox brand as a whole instead of just the browser or browser extension.
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The history and evolution of the Firefox logo is quite extensive but surprisingly enjoyable. The

first version of Firefox in 2002 was actually called "Firebird" and changed to "Phoenix" in 2003 instead

of Firefox. The design of the logo was decent, but when compared to other professional designs by other

companies, it fell quite short. With the thick black outline of the Phoenix and more cartoony visuals, it

drives the professionalism out of the logo. In October 2003, professional interface designer Steven Garrity

authorized the change to the visual appearance of Mozilla as a whole. In 2004, with the help of a group of

web-developers and a new icon design, the new Firefox logo was created and rendered by Jon Hicks,

changing the logo from Phoenix to the stylized fox and red panda we know today. But the journey from

the firebird to the cute red panda was not an easy one. Before Christmas in 2003, Steven Garrity invited

Jon Hicks to join the Mozilla band team for logo identity work on the Firebird browser. During

Christmas, Jon Hicks worked hard to deliver the logo since the due date was January 2nd. Although a

firefox is a cute red panda, it didn't quite conjure up the proper image for the company. The final chosen

design was a concept from Daniel Burka and sketched by Stephen Desroches. Jon Hicks uses Fireworks

MX to render the piece. With the logo that will be used as an icon on the computer, the smaller the icon,

the harder it will be to read.
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The red panda idea from
Japanese brush painting of fox

concept from Daniel Burka, and
sketched by Stephen Desroches

Firefox logo scale down to
various sizes

The history and evolution of the Firefox logo is an extensive one to explain as there are many

versions of the logo throughout the year. From 2002 to 2004, as in the previous paragraph, the original

idea for the Firefox browser was a Firebird/Phoenix before the final concept and rendering were done in

early 2004. The new logo that was made by Jon Hicks in 2004 was a stylized orange red panda/fox

curling around the blue globe that uses the blue gradient, while the tail looks like fire. In 2005, the color

of the logo was changed to be brighter and more legible to the audience, with a lighter blue on the globe

and a brighter orange on the red panda. This logo lasted from 2005 until 2009. From here, the changes

look subtle but quite impactful. With a little adjustment of the tail and the change in gradient, the logo

looks more three-dimensional and not flat with the glossy finishes to make it look more modern. These

changes lasted from 2009 to 2013, before Firefox changed the logo again in 2017 by reducing the details

on the red panda and the globe to make the logo more stylised and simpler. The logo is now back to being

matte instead of glossy, with all the details and contours moved to the tail. The 2017 redesign steps into

the minimalist aesthetic of the design world, with everything looking smoother and the removal of all the

details on the fox and the globe, which were instead replaced with plain gradients, pushing the direction

into simplification. From 2019 until today, which was the latest version of the Firefox logo we know, the

changes were the removal of the red panda (which now looks more like a fox) arm, the reduction in the

globe size, the change in the gradient color, and even more minimalistic looks to the logo.
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While the logo of Firefox browser itself doesn’t have the logotype on them, the Firefox parent

brand logo does have it which uses the custom mark based on the Firefox Sharp Sans typeface. The

logotype must always be Black or White. The primary logo of the Firefox parent brand should be set

horizontally with the logo mark on the left and logotype on the right beside each other, in case of large

scale use or when there isn’t enough horizontal space, the stacked version of the logo can be used. The

stacked version of the Firefox logo should be avoided in small sizes. The distance between the logomark

and the logotype is equal to 20% of the logomark's height. Use the uppercase F (or 40% of the logomark's

height) as a suggestion for clean space around the logo. Mozilla Firefox provides the resource for the

fonts in the browser itself and the uses of each front because the internet is mostly made of words. Firefox

Sharp Sans is used in the creation of the logo lockups for Firefox products The rounded curves of the

Firefox’s product identification system are echoed in product logo marks. While Metropolis is the font

used for headlines on the marketing. Finally, Inter is used for the paragraph text and small ui elements, if

Metropolis is not available, Inter can be used as a substitution as the headlines font.
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The Firefox parent brand logo should be used on very light or very dark backgrounds only. The

logo also should not be used in the picture unless it sits in a very light or very dark area of the image. So

the readability of the logo is not hindered and remains clear. The main logo of the Firefox parent brand is

the full-color logo. If the single-color logo must be used, only white or black should be used for the glyph

and the word mark. For clarity, the glyph should have a high contrast with the background.
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This is a little extra, but there was an internet meme earlier this year in February about Mozilla

Firefox making the logo look more and more minimalistic, and at a certain point, they would remove the

fox from the logo completely. People were confused by the Firefox parent brand logo, which has a twirl

of orange instead of the fox, and due to its great resemblance, caused people to think that the parent brand

was the new logo for the Firefox browser. Mozilla has to come and explain the situation, which is quite

amusing yet light-hearted.

In conclusion, while Mozilla Corporation (Mozilla Foundation’s subsidiary) has Firefox as its

main product, they do more than just make a browser. The history and evolution of the Firefox logo is

quite extensive but surprisingly enjoyable, and much thought and care went into making the logo and the

fonts. Since few people are aware of or hear about products other than the Firefox browser, Mozilla

Firefox has come a long way in terms of logo redesign and parent company identity creation.
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